In English the year 2 students have been looking narratives and informative texts. As a culminating piece, they showed their understanding and knowledge through creating a brief PowerPoint presentation that includes information. They then transferred this information into a final piece of writing. Here is Mitchell with his PowerPoint presentation and information.

Here is a small extract from Mitchell’s informative text on peregrine falcons:

The peregrine falcon also known as the peregrine, is a wide spread bird of prey in the family falcon. A large crow sized falcon, it has a blue-grey beak, barred white underpants, and a black head and ‘moustache’.

By Mitchell Christensen

The year 3 students have been listening, viewing, reading and responding to traditional stories. We created a collaborative year 3 traditional story and then worked towards creating our very own traditional stories. Throughout these were some very interesting characters.

The following photos show some of the fun ways we engage in reading, writing and spelling activities here in the 2/3 room.
In SOSE this semester, students are focusing on natural features, places and symbols. We have been carrying out mapping investigations through looking at bird’s-eye views, 2D maps and 3D maps. We have looked at google maps, created our own 2D maps on the computer program paint and even made our own 3D town.

This term students in the 2/3 class are focusing on colours. Over the first few weeks, students looked at the three primary colours: red, yellow and blue. We used these three colours in marble, bubble, butterfly and blow painting. The students have just started to move on to investigating secondary and tertiary colours. We have had lots of fun mixing paint together.

Kathleen Fitzpatrick ☺